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Music is one of the universal languages. It can roam all ages without problems – classical, contemporary, rock, soul, or gospel music is a thing every heart cannot say no. Its application to education is overwhelming. What is the use of Music in education? How useful it can be are some of the questions employed?

Various experiments conclude positive notes on the use of Music as a strategy in education. Indeed, Music has a lot of utility not just in the field of education but in various disciplines. When a teacher incorporates Music in his or her lesson, it eliminates boredom. In the classroom, teachers can get attention because of the sound that Music has. It calms and relaxes the mind and explores the possibility of ordered silence and enjoyment when the class listened to it.

In education, the Mozart effect claims that children exposed to classical Music (during their development period in the womb) have higher intelligence than those without exposure. Music is a habit among teenagers. When someone is an active musician, he or she may become a musician to a drum lyre, DBC, a band, or an orchestra. Among teachers, Music is a relaxation. Furthermore, it has been, of all art forms, present from birth to death of a person. People sing “Happy Birthday” during annual celebrations or “Paalam Na Aking Mahal” at a funeral. Among government officials, every Monday, several songs were played or sang for the flag ceremony.

As a teacher in MAPEH, music strategy is a regular part of the teaching. Within the class discussion, learners’ attention is more focused and motivated to the lesson. Unlike specific studies without Music or the incorporation of Music, the virtual classes
become dull. A teacher does not need to play Music in the whole session, just incorporation of which by and by will make the course worthy. When Music is played in the class, learners tend to remember more, retaining the lesson in their heads as part of the class itself.

There are various ways to enjoy Music in a virtual classroom, indeed.
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